MULTISYSTEM CONTROL & ROOM AUTOMATION

Achieve the highest level of automated KVM and room control with ControlBridge™. This comprehensive system enables operators to trigger control room KVM and room automation systems via an intuitive touch panel GUI or even mobile devices. Connect and control systems like Emerald™ Unified KVM and Radian Flex™ Video Wall Software and others via Ethernet, serial connections and dynamic API commands and take advantage of user-friendly preset functions.

With ControlBridge™, you can focus on your task—not the technology.

INTEGRATED KVM, AV, AND ROOM CONTROL
Switch between KVM sources, lower the screen, dim the lights, turn on the sound and share your presentation—all with the press of a button.

LOCAL AND REMOTE CONTROL
Access and control KVM and AV systems, room automation, and other equipment via Ethernet, serial, IR, digital I/O, and relay connections.

SCALABLE
Choose control processors for small to large applications. You can integrate them with technologies already in use.

UNLIMITED INPUT DEVICES
Control applications with any number of touch screens, push buttons, and mobile devices.

REMOTE DEVICE ACCESS
Connect to and control remote devices with IP extenders.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

BLINDS OR DRAPES
WALL SWITCHES
CONTROLBRIDGE™ TOUCH PANEL
TABLET
NETWORK
CONTROLBRIDGE™ CONTROL PROCESSOR
EMERALD™ UNIFIED KVM
LCD DISPLAY
LIGHTS
RELAY
NETWORK CABLES
OUTPUT CONTROL
INPUT CONTROL
POWER
VIDEO WALL
PC